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Don’t burn your brand:
Intellectual property 
considerations for restaurants



• Definitions
• Trademarks
• Trade dress
• Copyrights
• Patents
• Trade secrets
• How to find help

Discussion topics
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Definitions
Discussion topics



• Real property
– Land and buildings

• Personal property
– Furniture, fixtures, and equipment

• Intellectual property (IP)
– Products of the human mind

What is intellectual property?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Products of the human mind:LogosInventionsMusic“Secret sauce”Real and personal property are “tangible.” Intellectual property is “intangible.”Just because intellectual property is “intangible” does not make it any less a valuable asset than real or personal property. An executive of the Coca-Cola Company was once asked what he considered the company’s most valuable asset to be. He answered, “Without question, it is our registered trademark. We could lose everything we have as a business and still be able to build again as long as we had that registered mark.”To adequately protect intellectual property, it’s important as restaurant owners, chefs, and managers to know what intellectual property you have and to understand its value in the same way you understand the value of tangible property such as furniture, equipment, and buildings.  In fact, a restaurant’s intellectual property—a compelling brand or popular original dishes—can be that restaurant’s most valuable asset.  You don’t have to protect everything, and doing so can certainly be costly and time-intensive.  But taking stock of what makes your restaurant valuable and what sets it apart from competitors can help you prioritize the intangible property that is worth protecting.



• Restaurant name?
• Restaurant logo?
• Slogan?
• Hashtag?
• Specific menu item 

name?

• Restaurant design?
• Signature food 

dish?
• Recipe?
• Plating?

What restaurant IP is valuable?
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Presentation Notes
Assess what makes your restaurant valuable.What sets it apart from your competitors?This can help you prioritize which intellectual property is worth protecting.



• Collateral product?
• Overall menu 

design?
• Marketing 

materials?
• Website?

• Customer list? 
• Vendor list? 
• Music played in 

restaurant?

What restaurant IP is valuable?
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Presentation Notes
Collateral products: T-shirts, aprons, hot sauce, BBQ sauce, coffee, jams and jellies



• Secure legal rights.
– Trademarks
– Trade dress
– Copyrights
– Patents
– Trade secrets

How do you protect valuable IP?
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Presentation Notes
Use legal mechanisms to protect your intellectual property. These secure your rights in the property.The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) handles trademarks, trade dress, and patents. While patents often are considered the primary concern within the intellectual property arena, the need for patent protection for restaurants is usually not as significant as the other types of intellectual property---but should nonetheless be considered in certain specific circumstances. The U.S. Copyright Office (part of the Library of Congress) handles copyrights. The USPTO does not protect trade secrets. If there is misappropriation of a trade secret, the trade secret owner must bring action, in either state or federal courts. U.S. courts can protect a trade secret by (a) ordering that the misappropriation stop, (b) that the secret be protected from public exposure, and (c) in extraordinary circumstances, ordering the seizure of the misappropriated trade secret. At the conclusion of a trade secret case, courts can award damages, court costs, reasonable attorneys' fees and a permanent injunction, if warranted. 



• Trademark
– Protects any word, slogan, symbol, design, or 

combination of those that:
• Identifies the source of goods or services

and
• Distinguishes them from the goods or services of 

another party.

Definitions
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Presentation Notes
Technically, use in conjunction with “services” is identified as a ‘”service mark.” However, the term “trademark” commonly includes both trademarks and service marks. Sometimes simply the word “mark” is used. Trademarks and service marks have much in common. They both identify the source of goods or services for a consumer. The difference between a trademark and a service mark is the subject matter that the mark relates to. Again, if a mark is used to identify services, it's a service mark. If it's used to identify goods, it's a trademark. Other than this difference, service marks and trademarks serve virtually the same function and provide virtually the same legal protections to their owners.Many restaurants use both a service mark and a trademark in their business. A coffee shop that sells coffee beans under its name uses a service mark for its restaurant services and a trademark for its coffee beans. 



• Trade dress
– Protects the commercial look and feel of a 

product or service.
• Copyright

– Protects an original artistic or literary creation.

Definitions
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Presentation Notes
Trade dressProduct packagingProduct designColorConfigurationCopyrightSongsMoviesBooksSculpturePaintingsPhotographs



• Patent 
– Protects an invention.

• Trade secret
– Protects information that has value because it is 

not generally known.

Definitions
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Presentation Notes
PatentA “limited duration property right relating to an invention,” granted by the USPTO “in exchange for public disclosure of the invention.”In the restaurant context, two specific types of patents─ design patent and utility patent─ are the most relevant.Design patentProtects the way article looks.Utility patentProtects the way article is used and works.Trade secretProtects information that has either actual or potential independent economic value by virtue of not being generally known.Trade secret examples:Coca-Cola formulaKFC recipeMrs. Field’s cookie recipe



Trademarks: Basics
Discussion topics



I’M LOVIN’ ITHAPPY MEALMCDONALD’S

• Standard character marks
– Word or words
– Slogan

Traditional types of marks
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Presentation Notes
Word marksProtection for a word or combination of wordsCHIPOTLE; SUBWAYBAJA FRESH; PIZZA HUTSloganThe process for protecting a slogan is the same as a word mark--a slogan simply being more words put together. Note, however, that slogans are often not registrable. If used, for example, on the front of a t-shirt, then it is considered merely ornamental display, rather than as a source identifier.MCDONALD’S: U.S. Registration No. 0743572HAPPY MEAL: U.S. Registration No. 1299742I’M LOVIN’ IT: U.S. Registration No. 2978887TWOALLBEEFPATTIESSPECIALSAUCELETTUCECHEESEPICKLESONIONSONASESAMESEEDBUN: U.S. Registration No. 1505016



#VIVALARITA#STEAKWORTHY#FASTFOODIE

• Standard character marks
– Word or words
– Slogan

Traditional types of marks
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Presentation Notes
HashtagTraditionally, hashtags were denied registration because they were only used as a way to sort information on social media, not as a source identifier.Now, a hashtag is registrable, but only if “[the mark] functions as an identifier of the source of the applicant’s goods or services.”As explained in the Trademark Manual of Examining Procedure (TMEP):“When examining a proposed mark containing the hash symbol, careful consideration should be given to the overall context of the mark, the placement of the hash symbol in the mark, the identified goods and services, and the specimen of use, if available.”The TMEP further explains that “if a mark consists of the hash symbol or the term HASHTAG combined with wording that is merely descriptive or generic for the goods or services, the entire mark must be refused as merely descriptive or generic.” Accordingly, the USPTO applies the same standard and examines hashtag trademark applications in the same manner as traditional trademarks.#FASTFOODIE: U.S. Registration No. 5210764 (Checkers)#STEAKWORTHY: U.S. Registration No. 4695901 (Logan’s Roadhouse)#VIVALARITA: U.S. Registration No. 5035242 (Darden Restaurants – Bahama Breeze Island Grille)#HOWDOYOUKFC:  U.S. Registration No. 4523521 (Yum! Brands – KFC) - DEAD



• Special form marks
– Stylized
– Composite
– Design

Traditional types of marks
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StylizedMark appearing in a particular font styleCompositeMark combining both wording and a designDesignMark comprised of just a design aloneYour choice whether to apply for the marks in color or in black and white.Black-and-white drawings provide protection for the mark appearing in any colorColor drawings only provide protection for the mark appearing in the applied-for colorRonald McDonald signature:  U.S. Registration No. 4365884McDonald’s integrated with M design: U.S. Registration No. 1505016M design: U.S. Registration No. 6086135



MCDONALD’S

• Use as a restaurant name or logo

Traditional types of marks
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Presentation Notes
MCDONALD’S: U.S. Registration No. 0743572M design: U.S. Registration No. 6086135M MCDONALD’S design: U.S. Registration No. 1287408



DOUBLE 
QUARTER 
POUNDER

QUARTER 
POUNDER

BIG MAC

• Use as a menu item

Traditional types of marks
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Presentation Notes
BIG MAC: U.S. Registration No. 1126102QUARTER POUNDER: U.S. Registration No. 1017498DOUBLE QUARTER POUNDER: U.S. Registration No. 1453368Other examples:ROOTY TOOTY FRESH N’ FRUITY: Registration No. 3433997 (IHOP’S pancakes)MOONS OVER MY HAMMY: Registration No. 1946766 (DENNY’s egg and ham sandwiches) BLOOMIN’ ONION: US Registration Number	1532205 (OUTBACK’S cooked onion)FRAPPUCCINO: U.S. Registration No. 1745953 (STARBUCKS’ drink)CRONUT: U.S. Registration No. 1174608Cream-filled donut-croissant hybridCreated by New York pastry chef Dominique AnselTrademark registration for name of itemChef published the recipe, so no trade secretCopyright protection for “Dominique Ansel: The Secret Recipes” cook book



• Configuration/shape/3D mascot

Non-traditional types of marks
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Ronald McDonald mascot: U.S. Registration No. 1017161



• Configuration/shape/3D mascot

Non-traditional types of marks
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“Happy Meal” box: U.S. Registration No. 1653279



• Color

Non-traditional types of marks
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French fry container: U.S. Registration No. 1440070Red outside and yellow inside



• Color

Non-traditional types of marks
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Presentation Notes
Ronald McDonald mascot: U.S. Registration No. 4676898Yellow awnings



Trademarks: Rights
Discussion topics



• Rights can be created two ways
– Common law
– Federal registration

Trademark rights
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• Rights
– Created when trademark is used in commerce
– Limited to geographic area where trademark is 

used
• Symbols

– Optional: TM  SM
– Never: ®

Common law trademark rights
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Presentation Notes
Registration is not required to secure trademark rights. In the U.S., first user will always have superior rights under common law, even over registration rights.The symbols TM (for trademark) and SM (for service mark) may properly be used anytime, regardless of whether an application to seek federal registration has been filed. The “R” in a circle symbol® is only to be used if and when the USPTO issues you a registration.If trying to claim common law rights, what is impact of website/internet use? Arguably, if it can be shown that, for example, evidence exists that through the website there are sales in a range of states, rather than simply a purely local website for a local business, then the common law reach here would be broader.



• Rights
– Created when trademark registers with the 

USPTO
– Legal presumption you own the trademark
– Legal presumption you have the right to use the 

trademark in all 50 states and U.S. territories (but 
not other countries)

Federal registration rights
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Presentation Notes
A federal registration through the USPTO does not give any presumptions related to use or ownership in other countries.Registration rights in another country arise only through the Trademark Office of that specific country.



• Rights
– Can claim notice to the public of your rights in 

the trademark.
– Can bring legal action concerning trademark in 

federal court.
– Enables recordation of registration with          

U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

Federal registration rights
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Presentation Notes
Notice is implied (called “constructive notice”) by publishing your mark in the Official Gazette.Your mark is also listed in the USPTO database, which makes the public aware of your claim of ownership in the mark.Recordation with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (US CBP) is a critical step in helping to stop infringing products from coming into the United States.Without a recorded registration certification, US CBP is powerless to stop the importation of even the most obvious of counterfeit goods. 



• Rights
– Can be used as a basis for filing in another 

country.
• Symbols

– Permitted: ® 

Federal registration rights
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Presentation Notes
Through the international agreement known as the Madrid Protocol, a U.S. registration can be used to support a filing for an extension of protection to another country. The filing itself is processed through the World Intellectual Property Office, which then sends a copy of an application to any designated country. After that, the application is handled by the domestic trademark office of the specific country. For more information, search “Madrid Protocol” from the front page of the USPTO website (www.uspto.gov).



Trademarks: Registration
Discussion topics



• Remember:
– The mission of the USPTO is to register any 

trademark that is eligible for registration.
– Not every trademark is registrable.
– Not every trademark is enforceable.
– Select a trademark that is both federally 

registrable and legally protectable.

Trademark selection challenges
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You are not “buying” a mark, only “applying” to seek federal registration, with no guarantee. Your goal is to select a mark that is both federally registrable and legally protectable. You want to be able to register it with the USPTO and be able to enforce that registration against competitors.Remember, as discussed earlier, common law rights may mean that any rights normally associated with a registered mark simply are not enforceable.The earlier user of the mark will always have superior rights, even above registration rights.Filing fees are not refundable.



• Two main concepts:
– Likelihood of confusion
– Strength of the trademark

Registrable and protectable
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• Confusion as to source:
– Are the trademarks confusingly similar?
and
– Are the goods and/or services related?

Likelihood of confusion
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Presentation Notes
The statutory basis for refusing to register any mark where a likelihood of confusion exists is Section 2(d) of the Trademark Act.Marks are similar.Look alike; sound alike; have similar meanings; and/or create similar commercial impressions.Goods and services are related.Consumers mistakenly believe the goods and services come from the same source.Note: Identical trademarks may co-exist in the marketplace if the goods and/or services are not related.                                                    DOVE for “soap” and DOVE for “ice cream bar”DELTA for “faucets” and DELTA for “air transportation services”Examples:The food and restaurant company Olympia Provisions (formerly Olympic Provisions) found this out the hard way.  With one small restaurant and an attached charcuterie facility, the company chose its name in 2009 from the “Olympic Cereal Building” where it was first housed. After six years of steady growth and a national reputation, in 2014 the business received a cease-and-desist letter related to its name from the International Olympic Committee—and the company was forced into an expensive name change on everything that it had branded, from “packaging to restaurants to delivery trucks,” according to cofounder Elias Cairo.  While this particular dispute may have been hard to foresee when Olympia Provisions was just starting out, doing some research to see whether your desired name is already being used by someone else can help prevent costly disputes down the road.In one California case, a restaurant named Chubby Noodle sued another named Fat Noodle, asserting that the defendant purposefully adopted a confusingly similar logo and name in an effort to misappropriate and infringe the plaintiff’s prior rights and well-publicized goodwill. The plaintiff claimed that Fat Noodle’s actions constituted common law trademark infringement, false designation of origin, cybersquatting, and unfair competition. They sought a permanent injunction, treble damages and attorney’s fees. To avoid this kind of legal tangle, hospitality businesses should adopt strong, valid trademarks that have been properly vetted.  NOTE: The USPTO may also consider whether your proposed restaurant trademark creates a likelihood of confusion with already registered food marks. This inquiry is highly fact-dependent. That is, as with any element of the likelihood of confusion analysis, no bright line rules exist. Even in cases where similarly branded retail foods can be found under the same roof at a grocery store, the USPTO’s Trademark Trial and Appeal Board (TTAB) has declined to announce any per se rule.But, as restaurants expand from bricks and mortar services to also sell their packaged products or logo items through other trade channels, the likelihood of confusion may increase. Similarly, with the explosion of celebrity chefs marketing their services through the sale a variety of goods, a restaurant owner may face increasing obstacles to use and/or registration of a trademark solely for restaurant services.Courts and the TTAB frequently look to the nature of the retail foods and determine whether the restaurant is the type that serves that food. The more frequently the restaurant serves the food, the more likely would consumers may believe that the source of the goods and restaurant services are related.In several decisions, the TTAB has found that certain types of retail food are more likely to find their way from a restaurant into a retail setting. An application for restaurant services was denied in view of a registration for coffee. Pizza and pasta dishes, so often available via delivery or take out, have been found to be related to restaurant services. The TTAB also refused a registration for Mexican style prepared frozen enchiladas in view of a nearly identical mark for lodging and restaurant services. Meat, too, has been found sufficiently related to restaurant services to preclude registration of the latter. And condiments are frequently deemed related to restaurant services. An application for chili sauce and pepper sauce was refused in view of a nearly identical mark registered for restaurant services. The TTAB also found that spices, seasonings, rubs, and sauces were likely the type of foods a restaurant would brand for retail sale. Similarly, pickles, jellies, jams, salad dressings, relishes, catsup, herbal teas, salsas, spices, processed herbs, and seasonings" were refused based on a similar mark registered for carry-out restaurant services, and catering services.The TTAB Board also considered the presence of a well-known brand of soft drink (“CRUSH”) to preclude registration of applications of “CRUSSH” for restaurant services. Also, where gelato was a “signature dish” of a restaurant, an application for gelato under a similar trademark was denied.At perhaps the outer bounds of these decisions, the Board found that cheese, processed peppers, canned whole tomatoes and crushed tomatoes in heavy puree, basil leaves, bay leaf, black pepper, processed garlic, MSG, oregano leaf, parsley flakes, red cayenne pepper, and vinegar were too closely related to restaurant services to allow registration of the former. This was based on the notion that the retail foods were the type used to make pizza sauce and pizza, which the owner of the registered mark “may” (but in fact did) sell at its restaurants.In sum, when analyzing likelihood of confusion between a mark for retail goods and one for restaurant services, the specific nature of the foods must be compared to those served by the restaurant. Where the specific foods are regularly sold by the restaurant, it can be expected that there will be deemed a close relationship between the goods and services.Sources:https://www.ramw.org/blog/protecting-your-restaurant%E2%80%99s-intellectual-property-more-important-you-thinkhttps://kbhilferlaw.com/trademark-concerns-for-restaurants/https://www.grsm.com/publications/2013/cold-stone-creamery-steak-sauce-trademark-relatedness-of-restaurant-services-to-retail-food



On your own:
• USPTO database

– TESS (Trademark Electronic Search System)
– www.uspto.gov/searchtrademarks

• The internet
– Only option for searching for common law use

Suggestions for searching
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Presentation Notes
TESS is free to search and is a available 24/7, unless maintenance activity is being performed.A reminder that the USPTO database consists only of information related to registrations and applications. It will not display any marks for which only common law rights exists. This is why the internet must also be searched, using the same analysis; i.e., is any party using a similar mark for related goods and/or services. If a “hit” is uncovered, then more research is needed to determine which party used the mark first. The earlier user will always have superior rights.Note that in the USPTO database a status indicator appears, either “live” or “dead.” Under the trademark statute, only a “live” registration will be used as a basis for refusal. However, it is important to determine whether, although “dead” within the USPTO database, whether the party is still using the mark, and therefore able to claim common law rights. E.g., it is possible that the mark was canceled simply because a USPTO filing deadline was inadvertently missed.

http://www.uspto.gov/SearchTrademarks


Hire a private trademark attorney:
• Full clearance search

– USPTO database of registrations and applications
– State trademark databases
– Business name registries
– Foreign trademark databases
– The internet

Trademark clearance search
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Presentation Notes
While searching is complicated, you should always at least try to perform a search in TESS before considering hiring a private trademark attorney or search firm. Why? Because even through a search that is perhaps not well crafted, if you uncover so much as one result that indicates a party is already using a similar mark for related goods and./or services, that would be enough to tell you that you should consider adopting a different mark? Was it a great search that uncovered all possible results? Maybe not---but again, just finding one “bad” result should steer you in the direction of possibly adopting a different mark. That is putting on the smart business hat---making the sometimes difficult decision to change to a different mark now, to avoid possible problems later on.You can also hire a search firm, but be aware that the search firm will only give you results. It will not help you analyze them. You will then need to go through the results on your own to determine if there is a likelihood of confusion.WARNING: Restaurateurs who rely on outside agencies to create their trademarks may not realize that these agencies have not properly vetted their recommendations.



Strength of trademark
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• Fanciful
– STARBUCKS for “coffee café services”

• Arbitrary
– SONIC for “restaurant services”

Strength of trademark examples
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Fanciful:Fanciful marks are made-up words that have no meaning in any language.STARBUCKS: U.S. Registration No. 1444549The Starbucks founders wanted a brand that started with “st.”One of them found a small town called Starbo on an old mining map.Another thought of the character Starbuck from MOBY DICK.They liked the name because it (perhaps) evokes “the romance of the high seas and the seafaring tradition of the early coffee traders.”Arbitrary:Arbitrary marks are words that have established meanings, but aren’t related to or descriptive of the goods and services provided under the mark.SONIC: U.S. Registration No. 6206940



• Suggestive
– THE DOUGH ROLLER for “restaurant services”

• Descriptive
– CALIFORNIA PIZZA KITCHEN for “restaurant 

services”
• Generic

– CAFÉ for “restaurant services”

Strength of trademark examples
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Suggestive:Suggestive marks “suggest” something about the goods and services, but don’t directly describe them. There is often “a step” in thought between the mark and the underlying goods or services.THE DOUGH ROLLER: U.S. Registration No. 1267425Descriptive:Descriptive marks are difficult to register and difficult to protect, although not impossible. If a mark is held to be descriptive but applicant is able to provide evidence that the mark has now “acquired distinctiveness” under Section 2(f) of the Trademark Act (meaning that the public has come to recognize this as a source identifier rather than merely descriptive wording), then the mark will register. But this is never guaranteed. Therefore, it is always advisable to get to at least the “suggestive” threshold, and even better, to “fanciful” or “arbitrary.”CALIFORNIA PIZZA KITCHEN: Registration No. 1637904Note: Although the public often misuses certain marks in a generic manner, that does not make these marks “generic” in the legal sense. For example, XEROX, KLEENEX, and GOOGLE are all still registered marks.



• Would the trademark be interpreted as 
making some sort of advertising claim?

• Is that claim legally substantiated?

Trademarks as advertising
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Does your restaurant trademark contain advertising claim?Remember to clear your menu item names and other trademarks to ensure they do not contain unsubstantiated advertising claims. They could include express or implied claims.Such trademarks could leave you open for legal challenge from a competitor or a regulator.Court ruled that Smashburger’s “Triple Double” burger name was “literally false” and constituted false advertising. It seemed to advertise a sandwich that was “double the beef,” but it was actually just “double the layers” and the patties were each half the weight of the Classic Smashburger.



• Create a USPTO.gov account in MyUSPTO.
– Two-step login process for authentication
– https://my.uspto.gov/

• File using the Trademark Electronic 
Application System (TEAS).
– Two filing options: TEAS Plus and TEAS Standard
– www.uspto.gov/teas

Filing for federal registration
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Presentation Notes
Electronic filing is mandatory, except in very rare situations

https://my.uspto.gov/
http://www.uspto.gov/teas


• Filing fees per TEAS filing option
– TEAS Plus: $250 per international class
– TEAS Standard: $350 per international class

• Formula for calculating filing fee
– Your filing option fee multiplied by the number 

of international classes in the application

Filing for federal registration
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TEAS Plus: more upfront filing requirements in exchange for lower filing feeTEAS Standard: less upfront filing requirements in exchange for higher filing feeHow do TEAS Plus and TEAS Standard differ? A TEAS Plus application is one that is complete at the time of filing, particularly in the area of the identification of goods and/or services for which the mark is being used or is intended to be used in the future. Specifically, the identification is taken directly from the USPTO’s Acceptable Identification of Goods and Services Manual (ID Manual). Because the examining attorney knows that the listing is acceptable, less work is done within the examination of a TEAS Plus application. Because it is less work for the USPTO, the savings are passed to the applicant in the form of a lower filing fee. On the other hand, if the product or service is so new, for example, that the listing is not within the ID Manual, then you must  either use the TEAS Standard form option, wherein you would do a free-text entry of your identification, or email TMIDSuggest@uspto.gov to request addition of the identification to the ID Manual. Using the latter approach, you would not be able to file unless and until a USPTO staff attorney decides if the addition to the ID Manual is appropriate, since not all requested entries are added.A reminder that through the USPTO you would only receive a registration giving rights in the 50 U.S. states and our territories, not international rights. The word “international” relates only to classes. A “class” is the designation that world-wide Trademark Offices use to identify the proper placement of a good or service, within one of 45 different classes. For example, computers are in international class 9 and shirts are in international class 25.So although it is only one trademark for which registration is sought, the dollar amount is multiplied by two, because there are two separate international classes. It is not relevant how many items are within a given class. For example, for fee calculation purposes, the goods of “shirts” and “shirts, pants, shoes, hats, jackets” would still be multiplied by one because all of those items fall within class 25.



COCA-COLA

• Mark drawing type
– Standard character drawing
– Special form drawing

Filing for federal registration
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Presentation Notes
COCA-COLA (standard character): U.S. Registration No. 0238145COCA-COLA (stylized): U.S. Registration No. 0238146ALWAYS COCA-COLA (composite): U.S. Registration No. 1867757Note that the standard character format and the black-and-white special form format do not mean that you are using the mark in that manner. Instead, both are simply providing more flexibility and broader protection.The standard character format means you are protecting the wording itself, but not in any particular font or stylization. You could change the manner of display when used and the underlying registration would still provide protection.Or, with the special form, you can use the marks in whatever colors you want and still have protection.However, you cannot add to or modify the mark in any manner. This would be considered a “new” mark and would require a new application.Not legal advice: The special form options should be used only when the stylization of the letters or the specific design elements are integral to the actual desired commercial impression. The same is true for registering the mark in color.



• Identification of goods and services
– Generally understood terminology
– Specific terminology
– Cannot expand “scope” after filing
– Trademark ID Manual

• www.uspto.gov/trademarkid

Filing for federal registration
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Trademark Manual of Acceptable Identifications of Goods and Services (ID Manual)Specificity of identification required so as to provide notice of use.Other users must know what g/s you are using with your mark. This allows them to avoid likelihood of confusion with your mark.Note that you must be careful to list all relevant goods and/or services when preparing the application. Once the application is filed, you may not add any items, as that would exceed the scope of the original filing. Only narrowing of the identification is permitted.Common restaurant IDs:Class 43Restaurant servicesCafé servicesBar servicesBrew pub servicesCoffee shopsFood truck services, namely, providing of foods and drink via a mobile truckRestaurants featuring home deliveryTake-out restaurant servicesProviding ghost kitchens for use in preparation of meals and beverages for consumption off premises with food delivery servicesClass 39Food deliveryDelivery of food by restaurantsDelivery of food prepared in ghost and dark kitchen facilitiesYou have a bakery/café.Baked goods – IC 30Pastry – IC 30Retail bakery shop – IC 35Pastry and dessert shop – IC 35Delivery of food by restaurants – IC 39Bakery services, namely, the manufacture of bakery products to order and/or specification of others – IC 40Café – services – IC 43You have a brew pub.Beer – IC 32Retail store services featuring beer for consumption off the premises – IC 35Beer brewing for others – IC 40Tap room services featuring beer brewed on premises – IC 43Brew pub services – IC 43

http://www.uspto.gov/trademarkid


• Filing basis
– Required for each listed good or service in your 

application
– Most common bases

• Use in commerce
• Intent to use

Filing for federal registration
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A use in commerce filing basis requires “specimen” (sample) of use, e.g., label or hangtag for goods or image of storefront for services.With an intent to use basis, since there is no use at the time of filing, the specimen will be submitted later in the process, with an additional fee.Specifically, if the application is approved, a Notice of Allowance (NOA) issues (rather than a registration certificate). Within 6 months of the issue date of the NOA, applicant must file a statement of use (SOU), providing both a proper specimen and fee, or otherwise submit an extension request. Every 6 months brings the same deadline: file the SOU or extension, up through 5 possible extensions. At the 36-month point from when the NOA issued, applicant must file the SOU or the application is held abandoned. If abandoned, then examination ends and a brand new filing is required. With either filing basis, applicant must be using or intend to use the mark on or in connection with ALL goods and/or services listed in the application. If the fling is under the intent to use basis, certain goods or services can be deleted if actual use is not made therewith later in the process.



• Common bases for refusal
– Likelihood of confusion
– Merely descriptive
– Geographically descriptive of the origin of the 

goods/services
– Specimen does not support use for listed items
– Mark used in an ornamental manner

Filing for federal registration
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Other reasons:Primarily merely a surnameTitle of a single creative workCharacter nameSpecimenNote that the display of the mark with the mark section of the application and the appearance on the specimen must be identical. For example, corners cannot be cut by attempting to “shoehorn” two marks within an application, where, for example, the specimen shows one mark on the front of a hangtag and the other on the back, rather than as one overall composite mark.OrnamentalOrnamental use refers to, e.g., a slogan on the front of a t-shirt, hat, cup, or tote. “HAVE A NICE DAY” on the front of a t-shirt would not be a source identifier, which is the requirement for anything to function as a trademark.



• All application data becomes public 
information.

• Beware of misleading notices and offers.
– Usually for fees not required by the USPTO
– www.uspto.gov/trademarksolicitations

Caution: misleading notices
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Remember: everything you file with the USPTO becomes public. Private companies scrape this public information and then use it to send you solicitations. Although some solicitations are for legitimate services, many are scams trying to convince you that you need to pay 4000 Euros or something.For example, solicitation from Patent and Trademark Office, Washington, DC” (whereas the official agency is the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Alexandria, VA).Because the USPTO has no affiliation with the parties sending these notices, we are unable to assist in getting any money back. So always ask first rather than paying first and then questioning whether this was legitimate. I.e., contact the Trademark Assistance Center (1-800-786-9199) for more information. Note that the USPTO has no enforcement authority regarding these matters.Use Trademark Status and Document Retrieval (TSDR) on uspto.gov to see whether we actually sent you the notice. The “Documents” tab of TSDR will display all outgoing and incoming exchanges for your application or registration. A solicitation from another party will never appear there, which helps highlight it is not from the USPTO.If you want to avoid getting these solicitations, you might want to consider hiring an attorney to assist you. In addition to fending off solicitations, attorneys can help you search, file, register, and enforce your trademark.

https://www.uspto.gov/trademarksolicitations


Trade dress
Discussion topics



• Common types of trade dress
– Exterior and interior architecture of the 

restaurant
– Signs
– Interior floor plan
– Décor

Trade dress
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“Trade dress” refers to the “look and feel” of your product or service.In the same way that a traditional trademark immediately lets a customer know you are the source of a product or service, a non-traditional trademark does the same thing. Customers know it’s you when they see:The exterior of your restaurantThe signage outside your restaurantThe layout, color scheme, graphics, and textures of your interiorThe décor of your restaurantConsistent trade dress makes customers feel comfortable, no matter which franchise they visit.Protecting trade dress helps you shut down copycat establishments. 



• Registrable if:
– Non-functional
– Distinctive

Trade dress
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Non-functionalThis means the elements are not essential to the use or purpose of the article or if it affects the cost or quality of the article – a Coke bottle is functional in that it holds a liquid, yet the bottle’s shape or ribbing are non-functional because they are not necessary to perform that function). Courts will examine trade dress as a whole to determine functionality, so that even though individual seats or menus may be functional, when taken as a whole, the entire theme may be nonfunctional.Distinctive can be inherently distinctive – unusual and memorable and likely to act as an indicator of origin of the product. Or, it could be distinctive because it has “acquired” distinctiveness through secondary meaning – amount of sales, advertising, length of time trade dress has been in use, etc. It is a recommended to keep a file of news clippings, press releases, and customer comments pertaining to the trade dress—evidence that could be used to show acquired distinctiveness.To sue for infringement of trade dress, you must be able to articulate and prove that your trade dress is inherently distinctive, or has acquired secondary meaning, and that the junior use is likely to cause consumer confusion. 



Exterior 
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McDonald’s building: U.S. Registration No. 764837



Exterior 
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Mendocino Farms “cow”: U.S. Registration No. 4297536



Interior 
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In-N’-Out Burger: U.S. Registration No. 4839216



Interior 
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Chipotle: U.S. Registration No. 3128649



• Possibly protectable as trade dress
– Must have earned a sufficient reputation to 

indicate the source of the dish.

Plating
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IP protection for the plating of food has become a hot-button issue. Some commentators suggest that plating should be protected as form of trade dress if it has earned a sufficient reputation to indicate the source of the dish. On the other hand, others suggest that plating, if original, may be protected by copyright as an artistic work. This may require clarification from the courts as to whether plating is in a sufficiently “fixed” form to receive copyright protection, as it has historically been required that a work be in a material form of some permanent endurance.



Plating
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The “salad centerpiece”: A salad still “growing” in its mud is served right at the center of the table at chef Grant Achatz’s Chicago restaurant Alinea. 



Plating
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Egg dish of chef Andoni Aduriz, chef-owner of Mugaritz restaurant (Gipuzkoa, Spain).Note unusual cube-shaped egg.



Plating
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“Cuban Missile Crisis” Cuban pork sandwich by Chef Homaro Cantu of restaurant Moto (Chicago) Note bread, pork, and pickles were flattened, rolled, fried, then wrapped in a collard green. The “lit” end is red pepper puree. The “ash” is toasted sesame seeds and spices.



Copyrights
Discussion topics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Copyright protection lasts a long time—70 years after the death of the author for individuals and as long as 120 years after creation for copyrights owned by businesses.



• Not entitled to copyright protection since:
– Listing of ingredients is mere statement of facts
– Functional
– Directions are a procedure, process, or system
– Does not reflect required amount of creative 

expression 

Recipes
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A recipe’s directions for preparing a dish falls squarely within the class of subject matter specifically excluded from copyright protection by 17 U.S.C. § 102(b).However, when a recipe or formula is accompanied by substantial literary expression in the form of an explanation or directions, or when there is a combination of recipes, as in a cookbook, there may be a basis for copyright protection. The above statement is not binding case law, however, and it is unclear when a recipe would ever contain “substantial literary expression.” Cookbooks that contain some writing apart from just the recipes, such as personal stories, are more likely to enjoy copyright protection. In other words, a recipe might be protected under copyright law if there were some “creative narrative,” such as a story of how the recipe came about, suggestions for how to make the final food look better, or even suggestions of wine pairings. Basically, anything that is more than the list of ingredients and the directions is likely able to be copyrighted to some degree.And, any photo or illustrations accompanying a recipe are subject to copyright, because they are considered original artistic creations.Best practice is to give proper attribution of recipes, using the following general guidelines:“Adapted from”- small modification to someone else’s recipe“Inspired by”- large modification to someone else’s recipe“Your own” - changed 3 or more ingredients unless original recipe was so unique that new dish still seems similar



Menu design
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Can I protect my restaurant’s menu?Yes, but a copyright will only protect the particular manner of the owner’s expression, that is, the particular way that you arrange, compile or order the food and drink items on your menu. Arranging a menu in an obvious way (appetizers, then salads, then entrees, then desserts) probably won’t be sufficient for copyright protection.It’s also likely that many restaurants will list the same food and drink as other restaurants.What’s being protected is the visual presentation of the items, not the items themselves.Copyright does not protect names, titles, short phrases or ideas.Thus, the individual names that you give to the food and drink items would not be protected. Instead, that falls under trademark.



Restaurant website
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Can I protect my restaurant‘s website?Yes. Copyright registration gives you strong support for a cease-and-desist letter, if other restaurants use your images or original design without your permission. This can happen because there is a common misconception that materials posted to the internet are available for everyone to use. Not true.  A copyright registration can help you stop copycats.



• Possibly protectable under copyright
– Need clarification from courts whether plating 

creates a sufficiently “fixed” form.

Plating
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Can I protect my plating?Maybe. Some commentators suggest that plating, if original, may be protected by copyright as an artistic work. This may require clarification from the courts as to whether plating is in a sufficiently “fixed” form to receive copyright protection, as it has historically been required that a work be in a material form of some permanent endurance.On the other hand, some commentators suggest that plating should be protected as form of trade dress if it has earned a sufficient reputation to indicate the source of the dish.



• Protectable by copyright
– Rights belong to original designer or architect.
– If you want the rights, you must have them 

assigned to you in your contract with the 
architect.

Architectural design
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Can I protect the architectural design of my restaurant?Yes, if you own the design drawings. In 1990, Congress enacted the Architectural Works Copyright Protection Act which provides copyright protection to original architectural designs, regardless of form (plans, drawing, construction, etc.).But beware! The original architect retains the copyright, regardless of who “paid” for the plans.If you want the rights, you must insist on language in their architectural contracts that assign all intellectual property rights, including copyright, that the architect or designer may have in the architectural designs.This allowsYou to use the designs on future restaurants without additional payments or license agreements with the architect.Exclusivity that prevents the architect from licensing the designs to another restaurant or business.



• Protectable by copyright.
– Copyright prohibits public performance of music 

without authorization.
– Playing a song in a restaurant is considered a 

type of public performance.

Music in restaurants
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• Avoiding infringement
– Pay for annual licenses from the music 

performing rights organizations.
– Pay for a direct license from the copyright owner.
– Only play live music in public domain.

Music in restaurants
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Avoiding infringementAnnual licenseCan get a blanket license from a performing rights organization (PRO) to play music by artists that have an agreement with the PRO.Note that no single PRO can license all musical works. For complete coverage, you need to get licenses from all of them. Or, be careful to use only songs that are licensed by the PRO from which you obtain a license.BMIASCAPSESACGMRDirect licenseCan get a direct license from the copyright owner to play specific music.For example: If you are only playing a limited number of songs and can identify the copyright owners, you can ask them for direct licenses.For example: If you hire live performers, you can ask them for a direct licenses if they wrote and own ALL the songs that they play.Live musicLive performance of music in public domainBUT note that many arrangements of public domain songs (e.g., many pop versions of Beethoven’s Ode to Joy) are protected by copyright.Live performance of original compositions by the performing bandPerhaps music created by your employees as part of their employmentThat makes your restaurant the copyright owner.



Patents
Discussion topics



Design patent
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• Possible protection for food
– Protection for what food looks like

• How food is displayed
• Shape or configuration of food

– Protection limited to 15 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protection runs from the grant of the patent, not the date the patent was filed.



Design patent
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U.S. Patent No. Des. 373,452Can the plating of a dish be protected by design patent?Yes, it appears so. There are not many examples, but Contessa Food Products owns a design patent for a “Serving Tray with Shrimp,” which has a round serving tray with an area in the middle for sauce. The shrimp are arranged in two layers, with the heads of the shrimp on the lower layer going one way and the heads on the upper layer going the other.



Design patent
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U.S. Patent No. Des. 423,184Food configuration can also be protected by design patent.NOTE: Overlaps with trademark protection for the configuration of the goods. Like:Pepperidge Farm’s Goldfish crackersHershey’s Kiss chocolateBugles corn snacks



• Possible protection for food inventions 
and techniques
– Protection for new and unique way of preparing 

a dish
– Protection limited to 20 years

Utility patent
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Utility patentDevising a new and unique way of preparing a dishUsing molecular gastronomy to combine foods to achieve a new flavor or tasteProtection runs from the effective filing date of the patent, not the date the patent was granted.Famous examples from Homaro Cantu of Moto restaurant in ChicagoEdible paper that tastes like cotton candyFork and corkscrew combinationUtensil-sized device that turned into a plate at the push of a buttonFork-spoon-knife combination utensilUtensils that released aromatic vapors on the push of a buttonTransparent polymer cooking box that could cook with minimal power by trapping heat, allowing food to continue cooking after removed from its heat source.Actual patent abstracts:U.S. Patent No. 7,307,249; Issue Date of Patent: 12-11-2007                                                                                              for “System and methods for preparing substitute food items”                                                                                                                    Abstract: An edible article for acting as a substitute for a food item includes a carrier element formed of an edible material and an information element disposed on one or more surface of the carrier element. The one or more information element includes information related to the food item. The information may be one or more of a flavoring agent, a coloring agent or a texturing agent, for example. Different types and combinations of information may be provided by way of the information element and/or the carrier element to substitute for food items.                                                                                                                            U.S. Patent No. 7,690,294; Issue Date of Patent: 04-06-201011-2007                                                                                             for “Cooking and serving system and methods”                                                                                                                    Abstract: An improved system and methods useful for the cooking of one or more food items by the application of a non-ambient temperature developed within a temperature retentive element. The temperature retentive element can be sized and shaped to form a cooking box in which cooking at a temperature relative to the non-ambient temperature may proceed and from which the food item, when fully cooked, may be served.



• Possible protection for recipe
– Difficult to protect because combining 

ingredients does not typically create a new or 
unexpected result

– Protection limited to 20 years

Utility patent
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Utility patentInvention must be new, useful, and non-obvious to be granted patent protectionCombining ingredients does not typically result in something new or non-obviousIf you add more sugar, the cake gets sweeter.Protection runs from the effective filing date of the patent, not the date the patent was granted.Instead of a patent, perhaps there’s a better way to protect your recipe. Like with a trade secret.



Trade secrets
Discussion topics



• Protection for information, including:
– Recipes
– Customer lists
– Vendor lists
– Specific manner of food preparation

Trade secrets
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Recipes, customer and vendor lists, and specific ways of doing things in the kitchen to create a signature dish can be protected as trade secrets, which are defined as any information used in a business that gives the owner an economic advantage over competitors who do not know or use the information.  Trade-secret information can “include a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process.” Trade secret examples:McDonald’s secret sauceCoca-Cola formulaKFC recipeTwinkies recipeKrispy Kreme Doughnuts recipeMrs. Field’s cookie recipe



• Elements of secret
– Is information that has either actual or potential 

independent economic value by virtue of not 
being generally known.

– Has value to others who cannot legitimately 
obtain the information.

– Is subject to reasonable efforts to maintain its 
secrecy.

Trade secrets
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All three elements are required; if any element ceases to exist, then the trade secret will also cease to exist. Otherwise there is no limit on the amount of time a trade secret is protected.Patents require you to disclose information in exchange for the right to exclude others from using the invention for a limited time.Trade secrets require no disclosure (and actually require the opposite) and can last for as long as the secret is kept.Some restaurants require staff to sign non-disclosure agreements to help protect recipes when the staff move to another kitchen.



• Some ways to protect a signature dish:
– Show no one how to create it.
– Refuse to write anything down.
– Promote it as your unique creation.

Trade secrets
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The best way to claim stake to a signature dish may be to declare ownership early and often. For example, promote the dish in the media and post photos on Instagram and Pinterest.But what is not settled is who “owns” a signature dish: the cook who invented it or the restaurant that first put it on the menu? While yes, an individual chef may create the dish, it takes a restaurant overall ecosystem develop and promote the dish. So for any chef who is not a sole owner and operator, that ecosystem plays a key role in the success or lack of success of a dish.



Signature dish
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Clear pumpkin pie by Chef Grant Achatz at the Chicago restaurant Alinea



How to find help
Discussion topics



• Website
– www.uspto.gov

• “Basic Facts About Trademarks” booklet
– www.uspto.gov/TrademarkBasicsPDF

• Trademark videos
– www.uspto.gov/TMvideos

USPTO resources
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Videos:Basic Facts About TrademarksTrademark Information Network (TMIN)TEAS Nuts-and-Bolts

http://www.uspto.gov/
http://www.uspto.gov/TrademarkBasicsPDF
http://www.uspto.gov/TMvideos


• Law School Clinic Certification Program
– www.uspto.gov/LawSchoolClinic

USPTO resources
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Allows law students enrolled in a clinic program to practice intellectual property law before the USPTO, under the strict guidance of a law school faculty clinic supervisorCurrently, 59 participating law schools

http://www.uspto.gov/LawSchoolClinic


• Trademark Assistance Center
– Phone: 1-800-786-9199
– Email: TrademarkAssistanceCenter@uspto.gov
– Web: www.uspto.gov/TrademarkAssistance

USPTO resources
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M-F, 8:30 a.m. – 8 p.m. EasternCalls answered quickly, but email responses may take a day or so.

mailto:TrademarkAssistanceCenter@uspto.gov
http://www.uspto.gov/TrademarkAssistance


• The USPTO does not:
– Provide legal advice
– Enforce legal rights
– Recommend specific private attorneys

USPTO resources
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• Remember:
– Best resource might be an experienced 

trademark attorney.
– Best resource might not be a trademark filing 

company.

Legal resources
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AttorneyConsult the internet.Contact the American Bar Association.Contact the attorney referral service of a U.S. state or local bar association.Filing companyMost simply file the application.Most do not include responding to office actions as part of their services.Most do not include legal review by an attorney.



• Free or reduced-price legal services
– American Bar Association

• https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_services/fl
h-home/

– International Trademark Association
• https://www.inta.org/resources/pro-bono-

clearinghouse/

Legal resources
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The American Bar Association (ABA) posts a list of  “Pro Bono Intellectual Property Law Resources” in the United States.The International Trademark Association (INTA) has also established the INTA trademark pro bono clearinghouse pilot program. 

https://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_services/flh-home/
https://www.inta.org/resources/pro-bono-clearinghouse/


• Advice and business consulting
– Patent and Trademark Resource Centers (PTRCs)

• https://www.uspto.gov/PTRC
– Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs)

• https://americassbdc.org/

Other resources
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PTRCs are a nationwide network of public, state, and academic libraries that the USPTO has designated to offer trademark assistance.The SBDCs are a service of the U.S. Small Business Administration.Click the links to find locations near you.

https://www.uspto.gov/PTRC
https://americassbdc.org/


Questions?
TMFeedback@uspto.gov



• Slide 13: Reg. 0743572, 1299742, and 2978887
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• Slide 15: Reg. 4365884, 1505016, and 6086135
• Slide 16: Reg. 0743572, 6086135, and 1287408
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